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What is CollegeScope? 
CollegeScope® is an interactive online student success program. It is similar to, but much more than, a 
textbook. The CollegeScope program is typically used as a primary resource in a first-year college course 
but is effective for any student or group of students to increase their success in college and beyond.  

Students and faculty members use CollegeScope over the internet via individual accounts. Students work 
through chapters which include videos, activities, journals, quizzes, links to external resources and custom 
links to resources chosen by your campus. Chapter 1 has assessments for personality type, work values, 
work interests, multiple intelligences and self-efficacy. The assessments also include comprehensive reports 
independent of the chapters. Students establish awareness of their traits early in the program so they can 
think about and complete activities based on individual strengths and challenges – the program becomes 
personalized.  

CollegeScope also includes a complete career information database. This allows students to make career 
planning decisions based on their assessment results and, in turn, major and program selections based on 
informed career plans.  

Professional (faculty) accounts can be used to track class progress, view individual results and access a 
complete resource package for implementing CollegeScope as a standalone resource or in traditional, 
online or hybrid courses. 
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CollegeScope Chapters  
CollegeScope can be customized for your institution. Chapters can be removed and reordered according to 
program needs. The chapter list below shows all the available chapters in default order. Your institution 
may have a different configuration.  

Note: Chapter 1 must be included and must always be the first chapter in a configuration.  

1. Personal Awareness: Knowing Myself 

Motivation Check: Do I really know myself? 

a. Develop a sense of purpose and the motivation to succeed 
b. Prioritize personal and work values 
c. Identify personality type and the strengths and challenges associated with it 
d. Assess multiple intelligences and learn personalized strategies for academic success 
e. Measure and understand the importance of academic self-efficacy for success in school 

2. College Readiness: How to Thrive on Campus 

Motivation Check: What can I gain from college? 

a. Understand what a typical day, semester, and year in college look like 
b. Know expectations on campus, in course load, and from instructors 
c. Become familiar with the structure and purpose of different programs and majors 
d. Increase awareness of extracurricular activities and the advantages of being involved 
e. Become aware of campus resources such as health, financial aid, and other student services 

3. Career Exploration: More Than a 'Job' 

Motivation Check: What can I gain from different careers? 

a. Know how to find and use various sources of career information 
b. Understand how careers are classified and how that helps in finding a career match 
c. Know how to interpret a career profile and what different pieces of career information mean 
d. Expect and prepare for multiple careers over the course of a lifetime  

4. Goal Setting and Planning: Preparing for Success 

Motivation Check: How do I choose my goals? 

a. Understand the processes and importance of decision making 
b. Understand the goal-setting process and establish meaningful short-term and long-term goals 
c. Create action plans to achieve short- and long-term goals 
d. Develop strategies to follow or modify plans using sound decision making and adaptive strategies  

5. Learning and Productivity: Being More Effective 

Motivation Check: How do I stay focused, work hard, and enjoy myself while doing so?  

a. Understand the effects of mindset, grit, self-control and motivation on achievement 
b. Understand what critical and creative thinking are and how to apply them 
c. Assess learning and productivity preferences  
d. Use learning preferences and metacognition to maximize learning potential  

https://eb.int.humanesources.com/ebook_int.php/config/300/chapter/570
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e. Optimize key academic skills: 

i. Using technology 
ii. Listening and taking notes 

iii. Reading 
iv. Research and information analysis 
v. Memory 
vi. Writing 

vii. Studying and test taking 
6. Communication, Collaboration and Leadership: Working with Others 

Motivation Check: What is emotional intelligence and why is it important? 

a. Assess key employability and soft skills and learn their relationship to career goals 
b. Learn effective communication skills 
c. Learn effective collaboration and conflict resolution skills 
d. Learn effective leadership skills 

7. Career Readiness: Taking Charge of My Career  

Motivation Check: How do I know if I will love my career? 

a. Use mentoring, apprenticeships, internship and volunteering to prepare for careers 
b. Understand a variety of workplace expectations 
c. Understand how to use technology to promote career potential 
d. Become proficient with resumes, job interviews and other aspects of the job application process 

8. Money, Health and Time Management 

Motivation Check: Do I follow the path to happiness or the path of happiness? 

a. Understand access to, and consequences of, different forms of financial aid 
b. Learn money management skills for college and beyond 
c. Understand how to maintain health through knowledge of nutrition, exercise, stress, sleep and 

drugs 
d. Learn how to manage time, prioritize and avoid procrastination 

Bonus: Rights, Respect, and Responsibility 

a. Understand the connection between rights, respect and responsibility 
b. Understand Title IX and student’s rights on campus 
c. Understand your own and other’s responsibilities for safety and well-being 
d. Learn to define sex discrimination and know what constitutes sexual violence 
d. Know how to protect oneself, respond to and report incidents, use available campus resources 

Common to each chapter are:  

• A pre- and post-survey of the student's abilities and confidence in the learning objectives. The change in 
score between the pre- and post-survey reflects a measure of the student's learning in the chapter. 

• A “Motivation Check” activity at the start of the chapter to get students in the proper mindset and 
develop motivation for the chapter topics. 
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• A chapter quiz tied to the learning objectives. The quiz provides another measure of the student's 
learning.  

• A chapter results page, generated upon completion of the chapter, that summarizes scores and 
student responses to the activities, journals, and quizzes in the chapter.  

Institutions can choose to make the chapters accessible only in sequence -- the student must complete the 
chapters in the order chosen by the institution. Or, the chapters can be opened up so that students can 
complete the chapters in any order. Note: Chapter 1- Personal Awareness must always be completed first. 

Surveys 
Work Values 
Twenty-one questions on seven values: Achievement, Independence, Recognition, Relationships, Support, 
Traditional Work Ethic, Benefits. These seven correspond to the work values used in the O*NET career 
database.   

Academic Self-efficacy 
Ten questions on general academic self-efficacy. Survey design is based on the research of Albert Bandura 
(Bandura, 2006). 

Assessments 
Personality Type Assessment  
Contains scenario-based questions on the four dimensions of personality type, a complete report on 
personal strengths and challenges, and a matching list of careers and majors.  

The assessment is first launched in the Personal Awareness chapter, page 11. Various aspects of the report 
are referenced throughout the chapters and the full report is accessed from the student portfolio. 

Multiple Intelligences Assessment  
Measures nine intelligences, explains each intelligence and lists famous people who typify a particular 
intelligence. Includes personalized strategies for using intelligences in a learning environment and 
developing each intelligence. 

The assessment is first launched in the Personal Awareness chapter, page 15. Various aspects of the report 
are referenced throughout the chapters and the full report is accessed from the student portfolio. 

Learning & Productivity Assessment 
Measures 16 different learning/productivity preferences and includes personalized strategies for improved 
learning and productivity. 

The assessment is launched in the Learning and Productivity chapter, page 11. Various aspects of the report 
are referenced throughout the chapters and the full report is accessed from the student portfolio. 

Skills Assessment 

Measures 5 complex skills and underlying skill facets important for college and career readiness. Helps 
students understand their strengths and challenges and identify opportunities for skill development.  

The assessment is launched in the Communication, Collaboration and Leadership chapter, page 3. The full 
report is accessed from the student portfolio. 
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Career Database 
There are approximately 850 complete career profiles based on the O*NET database. Each profile includes 
work tasks, skills, knowledge, interests, related occupations and wage information by region. 
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Preparing to Use CollegeScope 
Implementation Checklists 
 

Administrators 
Advance Preparations 
 Decide on delivery method for CollegeScope: 

• 1, 2 or 3 credit course (3 credits is highly recommended for full version) 
• Traditional, online, or hybrid delivery 
• Standalone resource 

 Determine method of distribution to students: 
• Purchase online (recommended) 
• Purchase in bookstore 
• Purchase in class via tuition fees, etc. 

 Contact Human eSources to schedule a CollegeScope training for faculty. 

 Ensure all applicable faculty have access to this manual. Use administrator account to set up staff 
accounts.  

 Contact customer support to add your institution’s information into the chapter content.  

 In order to familiarize students with your institution’s resources, links to your school resources can be 
incorporated into CollegeScope. Your program administrator for CollegeScope should contact 
customer support to request information on customizing links within CollegeScope. 

 If using Learning Management System integration, connect your institution’s Help Desk/IT with 
Human eSources for setup. 

 If student distribution model requires, get access keys from Human eSources and distribute to 
appropriate staff members. Ensure the bookstore has adoption information. 

During CollegeScope Delivery 
 Use administrator account to update staff accounts. 

 Manage staff accounts and other account settings as needed. 

 Gather feedback from faculty and forward to Human eSources. 
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Staff & Instructors 
Advance Preparations 
 Familiarize yourself with CollegeScope via this manual by viewing: 

• sample syllabus 

• sample calendar 

• class activities  

• other educator resources 

 Tour CollegeScope by logging in to your staff account (LMS users can use Student View) and: 

• completing assessments  

• viewing your reports  

• browsing completed Sample Chapters 

 Browse the supporting activities for CollegeScope to select or get ideas for activities  
to use in your course. 

 Set up your classes and student groups (non-LMS users) in CollegeScope. LMS users should configure 
CollegeScope in your course. 

 Visit the Human eSources support portal for additional resources and support options. 

 Familiarize yourself with CollegeScope scholarships. 

 LMS users should post instructions to help students get started with CollegeScope. 

During CollegeScope Delivery 

Within First Week 

 Assist students with registering for CollegeScope. 

 Provide brief tour and set expectations for working in CollegeScope. 

 Prepare students for personality type and multiple intelligences assessments in Chapter 1. 

Within First Two Weeks 

 Assign additional assignments as desired. 

 Use staff account to check on student portfolio progress, review student work, check scores on 
quizzes and provide feedback to students. 

 Discuss meaning of assessment results with students. 

 

  

https://support.humanesources.com/
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Curriculum Alignment with National Initiatives 
CollegeScope aligns with major national initiatives, including Guided Pathways, CASEL, and CAS. These 
links provide documentation and crosswalks on using CollegeScope to support your institution’s 
curriculum goals. 
 

• Guided Pathways 

• CASEL (Core Social Emotional Learning) Competencies 

• CAS (Council for the Advancement of Standards in Higher Education 

  

https://www.humanesources.com/pathways/
https://www.humanesources.com/casel/
https://www.humanesources.com/cas/
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Sample Course Syllabus for CollegeScope 

PDC 123: Student Success 

Dr. Inis Tructor 

Required Course Materials 

An interactive online program called CollegeScope will be used in the class. The program contains chapters 
that are personalized for each student based on assessments completed at the beginning of the 
program. There is an access fee of $      which takes the place of paying for a textbook. 
Purchase your online text: 
Please provide instructions based on the access method used at your institution—these are provided by 
Human eSources’ CustomerCare team. 

Course Credit: 

1, 2 or 3 credits  

How to Contact the Instructor: 

See me before or after class. You may phone or leave a voicemail message at 555-555-5555. You can contact 
me by email at inis.tructor@myschool.edu.  

Assignments: 

Read the chapters and complete the assigned pages in CollegeScope before you come to class. You will be 
required to read approximately one chapter per week during the regular semester. A list of assignments in 
this course is attached with this syllabus. 

Grading: 

Your grade is the result of the following: 

• 10% Personality Type, Learning Style and 

Multiple Intelligences Assessments 

• 20% Journal Entries in CollegeScope 

• 20% Quizzes in CollegeScope 

• 10% Participation in class 

• 10% Assignment - Campus Involvement 

• 10% Assignment - Leadership 

• 10% Career & Education Plan 

• 10% Final Exam 

The grading scale is as follows: 

A = 90-100% 

B = 80-89% 

C = 70-79% 

D = 60-69% 

F = Below 60% 
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How to Make the Instructor Happy: 

1. Arrive at class on time. Better late than never, though. 
2. Be prepared for class. However, come to class even if you are not prepared. 
3. Show respect by listening to other students’ opinions and ideas. 
4. Feel free to express your own opinions and ideas while maintaining respect for others. 
5. Appreciate differences such as culture, language, economic background, academic ability, physical 

disability or lifestyle. 

Attendance: 

Attendance is essential. You may be dropped if you miss three days in the regular semester or one day in 
summer school. One day in summer school is worth one week in the regular semester. 

Academic Accommodations: 

Academic accommodations are available for students with disabilities. Please identify yourself to your 
instructor or to Disabled Students Programs and Services staff so that the appropriate accommodations 
can be made. 

Student Learning Outcomes 

Students will: 

• Examine various motivational strategies and apply them to their success in college, in their career and 
in their life.  

• Explore their personality types and related careers to decide on an appropriate major and career.  
• Analyze their learning and productivity preferences and multiple intelligences and list learning 

strategies that will help them to be productive in school, on the job and in their personal life.  
• Explore their vocational interests and values and identify careers that match their interests and values.  
• Complete an educational plan to match their major and career goals and begin to develop job-seeking 

skills. 
• Utilize time and money management strategies to accomplish their short- and long-term goals.  
• Apply memory and learning techniques to improve academic effectiveness.  
• Practice strategies for effective research, note taking, writing and speaking in college. 
• Practice strategies for test preparation, taking tests and coping with test anxiety.  
• Analyze their communication style based on their personality type and practice effective 

communication and collaboration techniques which can be used to improve personal and professional 
relationships.  

• Practice critical thinking skills, moral reasoning, and creative thinking techniques in practical situations.  
• Increase awareness of health habits that affect quality of life and longevity. 
• Increase their appreciation of diversity in college, on the job and in their personal lives. 
• Increase awareness of their life stage and apply positive thinking strategies to their future college, 

career and lifelong success. 
• Increase awareness of Title IX policies and Campus SaVE Act requirements. 
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Sample Course Calendar 
Complete the assigned pages in CollegeScope the day before each class. 

Orientation  

• Read course syllabus 
• Register for CollegeScope online 

Weeks 1-2 

• Chapter 1: Personal Awareness 
• Complete personality and multiple intelligences assessments 
• Review assessment results and create action plans based on suggested strategies for learning 

Week 3 

• Chapter 2: College Readiness 
• Start Campus Involvement assignment 

Week 4 

• Chapter 3: Career Exploration 

Weeks 5-6 

• Chapter 4: Goal Setting and Planning 
• Hand in Campus Involvement assignment 
• Start Career and Education Plan 

Weeks 7-8 

• Chapter 5: Learning and Productivity 
• Complete Learning & Productivity assessment 
• Complete Career and Education Plan 

Week 9 

• Chapter 6: Communication, Collaboration and Leadership 
• Complete Skills assessment 
• Start Leadership assignment 

Week 10 

• Chapter 7: Career Readiness 

Weeks 11-12 

• Chapter 8: Money and Health 
• Hand in Leadership assignment 

Week 13 

• Chapter 9: Rights, Respect and Responsibility  

Week 14 

• Final exam 
• Course evaluation 
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Introducing Students to CollegeScope 
Overview 
The bulk of students’ time and effort in CollegeScope will be spent in the chapters. Your institution may use 
up to 9 chapters, including the bonus chapter on Rights, Respect and Responsibility. Each chapter has 
between 12 and 27 screens, or pages, of content. Within a chapter, pages must be completed in sequence, 
but students can log out and return to where they left off at any time. 

Each chapter starts with a survey to measure the student's ability and confidence in the learning objectives. 
Chapters also begin with key questions and a "motivation check" activity to help students develop the right 
mindset to learn and be successful in the chapter. The remaining pages contain reading, videos, activities, 
journals and a quiz on the chapter topics. Each chapter concludes with a post-survey to again measure the 
student's ability and confidence in the learning objectives.  

Once completed, a student's chapter becomes locked and they cannot change any of their responses 
or enter any new ones for that chapter. Therefore, it is a good idea to remind students to make sure they 
are satisfied with all their responses before they click "Continue" on the last page of a chapter. Once they do, 
the chapter will be completed and CollegeScope will generate a Chapter Results page which summarizes 
their work from the chapter. An instructor, counselor or other facilitator can use the results page to check 
the work a student has completed and review his or her scores. 

If an instructor would like a journal, page, or quiz reset for a student after the student’s chapter has been 
locked, contact customer support at customercare@humanesources.com.  

 
Sample View of a Chapter Page 

 

mailto:customercare@humanesources.com
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You are encouraged to have students complete specific pages prior to class so the topics on those pages 
can be explored further in class, with activities like the ones suggested in this manual. Appendix A provides 
more detail on the topics and suggested activities for each chapter. 

PowerPoint slides introducing students to CollegeScope are available for download here. 

PowerPoint Slides & Test Banks 
PowerPoint slides for each chapter can be downloaded using the links below. The password to open the 
test banks is available by contacting customer support at customercare@humanesources.com. 

Chapter 1: Personal Awareness PowerPoint slides Test bank 

Chapter 2: College Readiness PowerPoint slides  Test bank 

Chapter 3: Career Exploration PowerPoint slides  Test bank 

Chapter 4: Goal Setting and Planning PowerPoint slides Test bank 

Chapter 5: Learning and Productivity PowerPoint slides Test bank 

Chapter 6: Communication, Collaboration and Leadership PowerPoint slides  Test bank 

Chapter 7: Career Readiness PowerPoint slides  Test bank 

Chapter 8: Money, Health, and Time Management PowerPoint slides  Test bank 

Chapter 9: Rights, Respect and Responsibility  Test bank 

 

  

http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/intro/CollegeScope_intro.pptx
mailto:customercare@humanesources.com?subject=CollegeScope%20test%20bank%20password
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/CollegeScope_ch1.pptx
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/Test_Bank-ch1.pdf
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch2/CollegeScope_ch2.pptx
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch2/Test_Bank-ch2.pdf
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch3/CollegeScope_ch3.pptx
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch3/Test_Bank-ch3.pdf
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch4/CollegeScope_ch4.pptx
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch4/Test_Bank-ch4.pdf
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/CollegeScope_ch5.pptx
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/Test_Bank-ch5.pdf
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch6/CollegeScope_ch6.pptx
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch6/Test_Bank-ch6.pdf
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch7/CollegeScope_ch7.pptx
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch7/Test_Bank-ch7.pdf
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch8/CollegeScope_ch8.pptx
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch8/Test_Bank-ch8.pdf
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch8/Test_Bank-ch9.pdf
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Assessments 
Personality Type Assessment 
Overview 
CollegeScope contains a 15-minute personality assessment. The assessment prompts students to analyze 
relevant scenarios and choose preferred responses. The student's responses are used to form a personality 
report with a profile, recommendations, and careers. When students receive their personality reports, they 
also get a personalized list of careers that match their personality type. The personality report also contains 
lists of strengths, challenges, and recommendations for the student on learning, work, and communication. 
Students are asked to identify those recommendations most appropriate to their lives. Some of the 
material presented in the chapters is personalized based on the student’s personality type. Also, the 
student is consistently prompted to reflect on the material in the chapters as it pertains to his or her 
personality type. 

Note: The assessment includes a career interest survey to further sort matching career areas. The resulting 
career list shows careers with the best match to personality and career cluster sorted to the top.  

Sample Personality Report Summary 
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Sample Recommendations 

 

Using with Students 
It is strongly recommended that the personality type assessment be administered to students once the 
instructor or counselor has become familiar with the assessment’s background and intent and has properly 
prepared the students.  

 Read the Personality Type Handbook. This covers “What if…” scenarios and advice for working with 
different types of students. 

 Take the assessment yourself by logging in to your administrator or staff account. 

 Use supporting personality type activities (like the ones below) with students.  

 Relate the following tips to students to increase accuracy of their results: 

● Take the assessment when you are not tired or in a rush to complete it  

● There are no right or wrong or good or bad answers, only your unique personality  

● The assessment does not measure psychological or emotional health or intelligence 
● Answer what comes to mind first; avoid taking too long or overanalyzing the choices 

● Do NOT answer the questions with: 

‒ How you want to be or how others want you to be 
‒ How you think you should be 
‒ How you act with people or in places where you modify your behavior, such as at school or 

work  

https://assets.humanesources.com/materials/AWPersonality-Handbook.pdf
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Supporting Activities 
The following classroom activities can be used to prepare for, complement, and supplement this section of 
CollegeScope. Some activities have variations that allow for use as an online activity.  

Activity Name Timing Topic  Activity Summary 
Time 
Needed 

Job Jar Activity Pre-
assessment 

Career 
Planning 

Students draw random job titles from a jar 
and consider the value of career planning. 

15 min 

Understanding 
Preference & 
Personality 
Assessment 

Pre-
assessment 

Personality 
Type 

Introduce the concept of innate 
preferences and prepare for the personality 
type assessment. 

20 min 

Understanding 
Personality Type: 
Part I 

Post-
Assessment 

Personality 
Type 

Students explore Myers-Briggs personality 
traits and consider the value of assessment 
for career and education planning. 

25 min 

Stand Up for 
Your Personality 
Type at Work 

Post-
Assessment 

Personality 
and Work 

Environmen
t 

Students discuss the benefits of working 
with each of the four sets of personality 
dimensions. 

30 min 

More Information 
Additional guided activities (for use in the classroom or online) can be found here. A great resource for 
information about personality types is the Personality Type Handbook. You can also find information about 
the assessment’s psychometrics in the statistical analysis. 

  

http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/career/Job_Jar_Activity.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/Understanding_Preference_and_Personality_Assessment.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/Understanding_Preference_and_Personality_Assessment.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/Understanding_Preference_and_Personality_Assessment.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/Understanding_Preference_and_Personality_Assessment.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/Understanding_Personality_Type-I.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/Understanding_Personality_Type-I.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/Understanding_Personality_Type-I.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/Stand_up_for_Your_Personality_Type_at_Work.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/Stand_up_for_Your_Personality_Type_at_Work.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/Stand_up_for_Your_Personality_Type_at_Work.doc
https://www.humanesources.com/achieveworks-guided-activities/
https://assets.humanesources.com/materials/AWPersonality-Handbook.pdf
https://assets.humanesources.com/materials/AchieveWORKS_Personality_Analysis_2017.pdf
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Multiple Intelligences Assessment 
Overview 
CollegeScope contains a 10-15 minute survey of the student’s multiple intelligences.  
The assessment consists of 54 questions in which students rate their strengths for nine different 
intelligences. The student's responses are used to form a report for the intelligences and make 
recommendations to optimize their intelligences based on the results (see below). The report can be used 
both by students to strengthen all intelligences and by educators to recognize all intelligences. 

Sample Multiple Intelligences Report Summary 
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Sample Report Detail for One Intelligence 

 

Using with Students 
Explain to students that the purpose of the assessment is to help find strengths they didn’t know they had 
and use those strengths to be successful. This information will be helpful when they use their strengths to 
build on subjects that challenge them. There is nothing good or bad about any of the scores on the profile; 
they just describe the kind of intelligence a student is most comfortable using.  

It is recommended that students take the assessment when they are not tired and have plenty of time to 
complete it. 
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The results of the multiple intelligences assessment are available immediately and are included in the 
student chapter results. The results of this assessment are also used to personalize content in the chapter 
on intelligence. The multiple intelligences profile (sample in previous section) shows intelligences with high 
scores shaded in green, mid-range scores shaded in blue, and low scores shaded in orange. Each 
intelligence is explained in detail, including examples of famous people who typify the intelligence, what 
the score means, and suggestions for developing that intelligence in the learning environment. It is 
suggested that students summarize the results of the assessment by writing a description of their 
intelligence profile, including their matching career options.  

Supporting Activities 
The following classroom activities can be used to prepare for, complement, and supplement this section of 
CollegeScope. Some activities have variations that allow for use as an online activity.  

Activity Name Timing Topics Activity Summary 
Time 
Needed 

Multiple 
Intelligences 
Matching Quiz 

Pre-
Assessment 

Multiple 
Intelligences 

Students match famous people with their 
recognized intelligence and then work in 
groups to find examples of famous people 
for each intelligence. 

30 min 

Multiple 
Intelligences 
Scenarios  

Pre-
Assessment 

Multiple 
Intelligences 

Students read two scenarios – using 
linguistic and mathematical intelligences – 
then discuss in a small group. 

20 min 

Multiple 
Intelligences 
Quizzes  

Pre-
Assessment 

Multiple 
Intelligences 

Students understand what multiple 
intelligences are and which of their own 
multiple intelligences are the most 
developed. 

30 min 

More Information 
Additional guided activities (for use in the classroom or online) can be found here. Multiple intelligences 
theory was developed in 1983 by Howard Gardner and has been used successfully to increase academic 
achievement for all students, boost student confidence and engagement, customize instruction and 
provide career guidance. More information is available in the Multiple Intelligences Handbook and 
statistical analysis. 

http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/Multiple_Intelligences_Matching_Quiz.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/Multiple_Intelligences_Matching_Quiz.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/Multiple_Intelligences_Matching_Quiz.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/Multiple_Intelligences_Scenarios.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/Multiple_Intelligences_Scenarios.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/Multiple_Intelligences_Scenarios.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/Multiple_Intelligences_Quizzes.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/Multiple_Intelligences_Quizzes.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/Multiple_Intelligences_Quizzes.doc
https://www.humanesources.com/achieveworks-guided-activities/
https://assets.humanesources.com/materials/AWIntelligences-Handbook.pdf
https://assets.humanesources.com/materials/AW_Intelligences_student_statistical_analysis_2017.pdf
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Learning and Productivity Preferences Assessment 
Overview 
CollegeScope contains a 20-minute survey of the student's learning and productivity preferences. The 
Learning & Productivity preferences assessment consists of 54 questions in which students rate their 
preferences in 16 different learning and productivity areas. The student's responses are used to form a 
preference report for the 16 areas and make recommendations to optimize learning and productivity based 
on the results (see below). The report can be used both by students to adapt study and work habits, and by 
educators to adapt instructional methods. 

 
Sample Learning & Productivity Report Summary  
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Sample Report Detail for an Area of Preference 

 

Using with Students 
Explain to students that the purpose of the inventory is to discover how they learn and work best. This 
information will be helpful when working on challenging tasks or new or difficult material in college, as well 
as in continued learning in adult life. There is nothing good or bad about any of the scores on the profile; 
they just describe the kind of environment in which a student prefers to work or learn. Like a fingerprint, 
everyone has a unique style, and it is important to know what that style is. 

It is recommended that students take the assessment when they are not tired and have plenty of time to 
complete it. 

The results of the learning and productivity assessment are available immediately and are included in the 
student portfolio. The results of this inventory are also used to personalize content in the chapter on 
learning preference and intelligences. In the learning and productivity preferences summary chart (sample 
in previous section), preferences are presented on a continuum with one extreme on each side. The closer 
to the one end, the stronger the preference. Icons in the middle indicate no preference reported for that 
area. Each preference is explained in detail, along with suggestions for improving learning and productivity 
based on the preference. 
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It is suggested that students summarize the results of the inventory by writing a description of their 
learning and productivity preferences, including their ideal learning environment. 

Supporting Activities 
The following classroom activities can be used to prepare for, complement, and supplement this section of 
CollegeScope. Some activities have variations that allow for use as an online activity.  

Activity Name Timing Topics Activity Summary 
Time 
Needed 

Learning Style 
Memory 
Activity 

Pre-
Assessment 

Learning 
Styles and 
Declarative 
Memory 

Students attempt to memorize 15 random 
objects and then examine the modalities 
through which they remembered them. 

30 min 

Paper Airplane 
Learning 
Activity  

Pre-
Assessment 

Learning 
Styles and 
Multiple 
Intelligences 

Students build paper airplanes from three 
different methods of instruction – auditory, 
visual, and kinesthetic – then discuss. 

20 min 

Understanding 
Learning and 
Productivity 
Preferences 
Assessment – 
handout 

Post-
Assessment 

Learning 
Styles and 
Strategies to 
Address 
Them 

Students review the results of the learning 
and productivity preferences assessment 
and consider the suggested strategies for 
their style. 

15 min 

Applying 
Learning Styles 

Post-
Assessment 

Learning 
Styles and 
Strategies to 
Address 
Them 

Students attempt to formulate learning 
strategies that match their learning styles for 
specific school-based scenarios. 

60 min 

 

More Information 
Additional guided activities (for use in the classroom or online) can be found here. This assessment, first 
created at St. John’s University in the mid-1970s, is supported with extensive research on effectiveness and 
has implications for educational practice. More information is available in the Learning and Productivity 
Preferences Handbook and statistical analysis. To see a summary of the research and applications, visit 
www.humanesources.com/research.  

 

  

http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/Learning_Style_Memory_Activity.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/Learning_Style_Memory_Activity.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/Learning_Style_Memory_Activity.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/Paper_Airplane_Activity.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/Paper_Airplane_Activity.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/Paper_Airplane_Activity.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/Understanding_PEPS_LSI.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/Understanding_PEPS_LSI.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/Understanding_PEPS_LSI.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/Understanding_PEPS_LSI.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/Understanding_PEPS_LSI.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/Understanding_PEPS_LSI.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/Applying_Learning_Styles.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/Applying_Learning_Styles.doc
https://www.humanesources.com/achieveworks-guided-activities/
https://assets.humanesources.com/materials/AWLP-Handbook.pdf
https://assets.humanesources.com/materials/AWLP-Handbook.pdf
https://assets.humanesources.com/materials/AW_Learning_and_Productivity_Statistical_Analysis_2017.pdf
http://www.humanesources.com/research
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Skills Assessment 
Overview 
CollegeScope contains a 10 to 20-minute survey of the student's critical skills and aptitudes. The Skills 
assessment consists of 54 questions in which students answer two types of questions—rating-style 
questions and forced choice questions selecting a word of phrase that best describes them. The student's 
responses are used to form a report of 5 major skills areas and their underlying skill facets (see below). The 
report can be used both by students to understand their strengths and challenges and create actionable 
plans to further develop skills. 

Sample Skills Report Summary 
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Sample Skill with Underlying Facets 

 

Using with Students 

Preparing Students 
Explain to students that the purpose of the assessment is to discover their strengths and challenges. The 
skill definitions are broad and cannot be measured directly. Instead they are derived from self-reported 
measures of 15 skill facets, selections of which are combined to comprise each skill. Skill facets are more 
narrowly defined constructs that are based on a specific behavior. The skill facets are, in part, informed by 
the natural disposition of the individual, but can be further developed through practice and coaching. 

It is recommended that students take the assessment when they are not tired and have plenty of time to 
complete it. 

The results of the skills assessment are available immediately and are included in the student portfolio. A 
graph for each skill and skill facet is displayed to represent the individual's current level. The level is a 
percentile comparison to a large sample of other individuals who have taken the same assessment. It is not 
a perfect measure of an individual's abilities. Certain factors can affect the score, such as the individual's 
confidence, honesty or even mood while taking the assessment. The graphs are a good indicator of the 
relative skill levels of the individual — in other words, the skills that are strengths versus challenges. The 
graphical levels are also a good indicator of how the individual might compare in each of the skills and skill 
facets relative to their peers. Finally, recommendations for skill development are included. 

It is suggested that students summarize the results of the inventory by writing a description of their 
learning and productivity preferences, including their ideal learning environment. 
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Supporting Activities 
The following classroom activities can be used to prepare for, complement, and supplement this section of 
CollegeScope. Some activities have variations that allow for use as an online activity.  

Activity Name Timing Topics Activity Summary 
Time 
Needed 

The Importance 
of Empathy 

Post-
Assessment 

Social-
emotional 
learning and 
college 
readiness 

Students identify empathy and reflect on 
historical and contemporary examples. 
Students should also have completed the 
Personality assessment prior to the activity. 

60 min 

Effective 
Listening Skills  

Pre- or 
Post-

Assessment 

Social-
emotional 
learning 

Students understand the importance of 
effective listening and techniques for 
improving communication. 

30 min 

Social-
Emotional Skill 
in the 
Workplace 

Post-
Assessment 

Social-
emotional 
learning 

Students identify how social-emotional skills 
affect’s success in the workplace. 

60 min 

Creative vs. 
Critical 
Thinking 

Post-
Assessment 

Critical and 
creative 
thinking 

Students differentiate between creativity 
and critical thinking skills as they relate to 
problem-solving. 

60 min 

 

More Information 
Additional guided activities (for use in the classroom or online) can be found here. This assessment was 
drawn from a selection of capabilities identified by employers and educators as crucial for academic and 
employment success. The skills in Skills are informally aligned with the HEXACO model, a trait-based 
taxonomy that assesses six personality factors (Honesty-Humility, Emotionality, Extraversion, Agreeableness, 
Conscientiousness and Openness). More information is available in the Skills Handbook. To see a summary 
of the research and applications, visit www.humanesources.com/research.  

 

 
  

https://assets.humanesources.com/materials/GuidedActivities/AW-TheImportanceOfEmpathy.pdf
https://assets.humanesources.com/materials/GuidedActivities/AW-TheImportanceOfEmpathy.pdf
https://assets.humanesources.com/materials/GuidedActivities/AWS-EffectiveListeningSkills.pdf
https://assets.humanesources.com/materials/GuidedActivities/AWS-EffectiveListeningSkills.pdf
https://assets.humanesources.com/materials/GuidedActivities/AWS-SocialEmotionalInTheWorkplace.pdf
https://assets.humanesources.com/materials/GuidedActivities/AWS-SocialEmotionalInTheWorkplace.pdf
https://assets.humanesources.com/materials/GuidedActivities/AWS-SocialEmotionalInTheWorkplace.pdf
https://assets.humanesources.com/materials/GuidedActivities/AWS-SocialEmotionalInTheWorkplace.pdf
https://assets.humanesources.com/materials/GuidedActivities/AWS-CreativeVsCriticalThinking.pdf
https://assets.humanesources.com/materials/GuidedActivities/AWS-CreativeVsCriticalThinking.pdf
https://assets.humanesources.com/materials/GuidedActivities/AWS-CreativeVsCriticalThinking.pdf
https://www.humanesources.com/achieveworks-guided-activities/
https://assets.humanesources.com/materials/AWSkills-Handbook.pdf
http://www.humanesources.com/research
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Career Database Information 
Overview 
CollegeScope contains a database of over 900 career profiles that students can browse openly or view lists 
matched to their personality intelligences or skills profile, or a combination of all. Students can access 
career information any time after they complete the assessments.  

In addition to viewing all careers, career information can be accessed in the following ways:  

Career Results  
In the Career and Pathways sections of the personality, multiple intelligences, or skills report, careers 
matched to the results of that assessment and grouped by career area, in order of most to least interested, 
are presented. Students can view results based on that individual assessment or select Combined Results 
to view a list based on the results of all completed assessments. 

 
Students can also select All Careers to browse all careers in the database. 
 
Students can rate the careers from one to three stars based on interest. To further filter results, students 
can select from career cluster, education, outlook, salary and rating filters.  
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Summary of Information in Career Profiles 

Overview Knowledge & Skills Tasks and Activities Wages 

• General description 

• Holland Code 
interests 

• Related occupations 

• Related college 
majors 

• 5 most important 
knowledge areas 

• 5 most important 
abilities 

• 5 most important 
skills 

• Typical tasks 

• Most common 
work activities 

• National and state info 

• Annual salary & hourly 
rate 

• Average & 10th percentile 
– 90th percentile 

Using with Students 
Once students complete the initial assessments, they should be encouraged to browse the career 
information often. Students should start with their saved career list and then update their list as they learn 
more about themselves, careers, and the related chapter content. 

Career-Related Chapters: 

• Chapter 1 – Motivation  
• Chapter 3 – Career Exploration 
• Chapter 4 – Goal Setting and Planning 
• Chapter 7 – Career Readiness 

Before students make any final decisions on career choice, discuss proper approaches to career 
development: 

1) Learn about yourself – e.g. personality, interests, work preferences, strengths, needs and values.  

2) Learn about the world of education and work – e.g. present and future trends. 

3) Make decisions about the best education and career path for you. 

4) Build, follow, and continually revise your education and career plan. 

Remind students that it is very rare these days for someone to stay in one job forever. On average, people 
change jobs every four years over their working lives (Employee Tenure in 2008 - Bureau of Labor Statistics). 
So, it is important to build some flexibility into their career plans and to always attempt to keep their 
education and training up to date.  
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Supporting Activities 
The following classroom activities can be used to prepare for, complement, and supplement this section of 
CollegeScope. Some activities have variations that allow for use as an online activity.  

Activity Name Timing Topic Activity Summary 
Time 
Needed 

Job Jar Activity Early in 
career 
planning 

Career 
Planning 

Students draw random job titles from a 
jar and consider the value of career 
planning. 

15 min 

Checklist for a 
Satisfying 
Career 

Ch. 5 Career 
Decision 
Making 

Students complete a checklist to 
evaluate whether their current career 
choice would be satisfying to them. 

20 min 

Career 
Research 
Project 

When 
students can 
choose a 
realistic 
career 

Career 
Research 

Students choose a career to research and 
write a paper on this career. 

1-4 weeks 

My Future  Any Envisioning 
the Future, 
Public 
Speaking 

Students develop public speaking skills 
by sharing a vision of their own “ideal” 
future. 

2-3 weeks 

 

 

http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/career/Job_Jar_Activity.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/career/Checklist_for_a_Satisfying_Career.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/career/Checklist_for_a_Satisfying_Career.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/career/Checklist_for_a_Satisfying_Career.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/career/Career_Research_Project.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/career/Career_Research_Project.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/career/Career_Research_Project.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/career/My_Future.doc
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Appendix A: Supplemental Activities 
The following pages of this manual provide direction and supplemental activities for the chapters within 
CollegeScope.  

Note: The sequence below reflects the standard version of CollegeScope. The version you see may be 
customized for your institution. 

Chapter 1: Personal Awareness 
Chapter Sections 

Section Section Name Description 

1-1 Finding Purpose Understand the value of, and help develop, a sense of purpose. 

1-2 Prioritizing Values Determine which work values hold the highest personal priority and find 
O*NET careers that match those top values. Includes a work values 
survey. 

1-3 Personality Type Assess personality type and learn how type affects behavior in relation to 
school and work. Includes the personality type assessment. 

1-4 Multiple Intelligences Assess multiple intelligences and learn how to thrive with strengths and 
challenges. Includes the multiple intelligences assessment. 

1-5 Self-efficacy Understand the impact of self-efficacy on achievement and learn ways 
to improve self-efficacy. Includes an academic self-efficacy survey. 

Comments for Instructors 
At its core, this chapter is about making connections between current education and future career path.  

The more things students connect to their purpose, the more likely they are to experience good health, 
happiness and success. Note that this first chapter focuses on students looking inward, at themselves. The 
remaining chapters will focus outward, on topics such as college readiness, career planning, 
communication, learning and productivity. Learning about these topics provides more places to look for 
connections and more tools to be successful in one's purpose. Encourage students to pay attention and 
take advantage of opportunities when they see them. 

There are many self-assessments contained in this chapter: work values, work interests, personality type, 
multiple intelligences and academic self-efficacy. It might be a good idea to have students collect a 
snapshot of all their assessment results on one page, which they can use for activities such as career 
searches, choosing a major, and more.  
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Key Messages and Themes for Students 
• Deep personal awareness involves knowing your values, personality, interests, abilities and self-efficacy. 
• Increasing your personal awareness helps you choose your education, career and life paths. 
• Increasing your personal awareness helps you find and achieve purpose. 
• Having and following your purpose brings better health, happiness and success. 

Time Needed 
This chapter is slightly longer than most of the other chapters, but it sets a strong base by allowing 
students to frame their learning from their personal characteristics. Estimated time to complete the 
chapter is four to five hours, including all assessments, reading, journals, surveys and quizzes. Supplemental 
activities are not included in this estimate. 

Please refer to the digital version of this chapter within CollegeScope for all components of each chapter, 
including the chapter survey, key questions, motivation check, section content and activities, quizzes, and 
more. For those instructors who may wish to supplement online content with classroom activities and 
discussions, please refer to the activities below. 

Supplemental Activities 
Feel free to incorporate some or all of these supplemental activities for classroom instruction. 

Section Activity Name Description 
Time 
Needed 

1-1 Finding 
Purpose 

My Personal Coat 
of Arms 

Students draw a personal coat of arms that 
reflects their own values. 

30 min 

1-1 What is Your 
Purpose 

Happiness- 
Signature 
Strengths Survey 

Students complete a survey to identify their 
signature strengths.  

30 min 

1-1 What is Your 
Purpose 

Growth Mindset 
Bookmark 

Students record/summarize responses from 
the Motivation Check and journal entry on a 
bookmark or electronic device. 

20 min 

1-2 Prioritizing 
Values 

Values Line Students choose between sets of values to 
determine which is most important to them. 

10 min  

1-2 Prioritizing 
Values 

Work Values 
Auction 

Students participate in an “auction” and bid 
on values that are most important to them in 
the workplace and in their future career. 

30 min 

http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/My_Personal_Coat_of_Arms.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/My_Personal_Coat_of_Arms.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/Happiness-Signature_Strengths_Survey.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/Happiness-Signature_Strengths_Survey.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/Happiness-Signature_Strengths_Survey.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/Growth_Mindset_Bookmark.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/Growth_Mindset_Bookmark.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/Values_Line.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/Work_Values_Auction.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/Work_Values_Auction.doc
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Section Activity Name Description 
Time 
Needed 

1-3 Personality 
Type 

Understanding 
Personality Type: 
Part I 

Students complete a short survey of their four 
personality dimensions and compare results 
to their personality type assessment. 

30 min 

1-3 Personality 
Type 

Understanding 
Personality Type: 
Part II 

Students respond to discussion questions 
based on a comparison of a short survey and 
their personality report. 

30 min 

1-4 Multiple 
Intelligences 

Multiple 
Intelligences 
Quizzes 

Students learn about the concept of multiple 
intelligences and then complete a quiz to 
learn their own multiple intelligences. 

30 min 

1-4 Multiple 
Intelligences 

Crystallizers and 
Paralyzers 

Students learn about the concept of 
crystallizers and paralyzers and how they 
relate to multiple intelligences. 

30 min 

1-5 Self-Efficacy Create Your 
Success 

Students complete a worksheet that allows 
them to reflect on how they can take 
responsibility for their own actions and create 
their own success. 

30 min 

1-5 Self-Efficacy Visualize Your 
Success 

Students design an image that represents 
their personal definition of success. 

20 min 

  

  

http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/Understanding_Personality_Type-I.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/Understanding_Personality_Type-I.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/Understanding_Personality_Type-I.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/Understanding_Personality_Type-II.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/Understanding_Personality_Type-II.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/Understanding_Personality_Type-II.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/Multiple_Intelligences_Quizzes.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/Multiple_Intelligences_Quizzes.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/Multiple_Intelligences_Quizzes.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/Crystallizers_and_Paralyzers.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/Crystallizers_and_Paralyzers.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/Create_Your_Success.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/Create_Your_Success.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/Visualize_Your_Success.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch1/Visualize_Your_Success.doc
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Chapter 2: College Readiness 
Chapter Sections 

Section Section Name Description 

2-1 College Schedules Understand typical schedule patterns, how to set and manage one’s 
own schedule, and learn how to thrive on campus. 

2-2 College Instructors 
and Class Time 

 

Learn what to expect regarding individual class sessions, a course in 
general, and from instructors, in order to increase opportunities for 
success. 

2-3 Programs and 
Majors 

 

Identify processes for identifying programs and majors that best fit 
interests, personality, skills and goals. 

2-4 Extracurricular 
Activities 

Recognize the importance of extracurricular activities, increase 
awareness of campus and community activities, and focus activities on 
interests and goals. 

2-5 College Services 
and Help 

Understand what types of services and support campuses typically 
offer to students and what services to seek out for individual needs. 

 

Comments for Instructors 
The goal of this chapter is to help students make the most of their college experience by increasing their 
overall college readiness and involvement. Students who know what to expect from their classes, 
professors, the campus, and various individuals are better equipped to maximize their experience. 
CollegeScope instructors can help make sure they are maximizing the best things in the best ways.  

Supporting this chapter will feel like “a natural” to instructors, since the content and focus is similar to that 
of an advisor. It will be a great opportunity for instructors to bring to life opportunities unique to – or part of 
– your campus's offerings. Your guidance will help students in selecting courses, activities and other ways to 
get involved. 

Key Messages and Themes for Students 
• What you put in to your college experience will determine what you get out of it. 
• You are in charge of your own schedule – prioritizing your time will be key. 
• Be sure to understand what professors expect and how you can improve your learning. 
• All campuses provide majors, programs, extracurricular activities and services beyond the classroom. 

Being aware of, and accessing, opportunities is key!  

Time Needed 
Estimated time to complete this chapter is three to four hours, including all online assessments, reading, 
journals, surveys and quizzes. Supplemental activities are not included in this estimate. 
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Please refer to the digital version of this chapter within CollegeScope for all components of each chapter, 
including the chapter survey, key questions, motivation check, section content and activities, quizzes, and 
more. For those instructors who may wish to supplement online content with classroom activities and 
discussions, please refer to the activities below. 

Supplemental Activities 
Feel free to incorporate some or all of these supplemental activities for classroom instruction.  

Section Activity Name Description 
Time 
Needed 

2-1 College 
Schedules 

What Do I Want 
From College? 

Students share responses from online 
exercise in Ch.1.2.  

15 min 

2-1 College 
Schedules 

Weekly To Do List Students develop a weekly “To Do” list for the 
Academic, Personal, and Social domains of 
their lives. 

20 min 

2-2 College 
Instructors and 
Class Time 

Differences 
Between High 
School and College 

Group discussions on high school and post-
secondary school differences, and strategies 
to be successful in college.  

20 min 

2-2 College 
Instructors and 
Class Time 

Ideal Teacher Students divide into groups based on 
personality type and evaluate what traits a 
teacher could have to match their own 
personality. Students will then develop 
coping strategies for working with a teacher 
who is a mismatch.  

25 min 

2-3 Programs and 
Majors 

First Day of Class - 
Case Studies 

Discuss two case studies from handout. 
Instructor assists discussion with suggestions 
for academic success.  

20 min 

2-4 Extracurricular 
Activities 

Developing a 
Weekly College 
Schedule 

Students develop a weekly schedule of work, 
classes, and other planned activities. Students 
then add in study time. After analyzing, 
students revise the schedule, as needed.  

40 min 

2-5 College 
Services and 
Help 

Roadblocks to 
College Success 

Discuss roadblocks and how to overcome 
them.  

15 min 

  

http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch2/What_Do_I_Want_From_College.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch2/What_Do_I_Want_From_College.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch2/Weekly_To_Do_List.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch2/Differences_Between_High_School_and_College.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch2/Differences_Between_High_School_and_College.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch2/Differences_Between_High_School_and_College.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch2/Ideal_Teacher.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch2/First_Day_of_Class-Case_Studies.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch2/First_Day_of_Class-Case_Studies.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch2/Developing_a_Weekly_College_Schedule.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch2/Developing_a_Weekly_College_Schedule.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch2/Developing_a_Weekly_College_Schedule.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch2/Roadblocks_to_College_Success.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch2/Roadblocks_to_College_Success.doc
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Chapter 3: Career Exploration 
Chapter Sections 

Section Section Name Description 

3-1 Career Information 
Sources 

Understand where to find and how to use career information. 

3-2 Career Groups Understand a variety of ways careers can be grouped or organized and 
how to determine which groups might be the best fit. 

3-3 Key Career 
Information 

Know how to interpret a career profile and what different pieces of 
career information mean. 

3-4 Following a Career 
Path 

Recognize that the world of work is constantly changing and be able 
to expect and prepare for multiple careers over the course of a lifetime. 

Comments for Instructors 
This chapter seeks to help students increase awareness regarding careers in general, and also about their 
own hopes and preferences in their own career journey. Because many campuses, cities, and states have 
career centers or other resources specific to the local community and reflective of local industry, this 
chapter affords many opportunities for instructors to augment the online text with local resources. 

This chapter goes beyond finding information and into customizing information for personal use. Students 
could be grouped for discussion based on interest clusters, for example. Perhaps most significantly, 
instructors can emphasize the importance of remaining flexible in one’s outlook and explain that this isn’t a 
“one and done” decision, but a process that will evolve throughout the students' lives. It is important to help 
students maintain a long-term perspective on their career. 

Key Messages and Themes for Students 
• There is so much information about careers available that it can be overwhelming – it is important to 

understand the big picture and take a long-term perspective. 
• Use the resources at your fingertips – people you know, the web, your instructors, your career center 

and more, to learn as much as you can. 
• The world itself and the careers in it are constantly evolving, so be prepared to adapt accordingly. 

Time Needed 
Estimated time to complete the chapter is three to four hours, including all assessments, reading, journals, 
surveys and quizzes. Supplemental activities are not included in this estimate. 

Please refer to the digital version of this chapter within CollegeScope for all components of each chapter, 
including the chapter survey, key questions, motivation check, section content and activities, quizzes, and 
more. For those instructors who may wish to supplement online content with classroom activities and 
discussions, please refer to the activities below. 
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Supplemental Activities 
Feel free to incorporate some or all of these supplemental activities for classroom instruction.  

Section Activity Name Description 
Time 
Needed 

3-1 Career 
Information 
Sources 

Career Research 
Project 

Students choose a career to research 
and then write a paper on this career.  

1-4 weeks 

3-1 Career 
Information 
Sources 

Informational 
Interview 

Students learn how to make a contact 
for an informational interview and 
learn etiquette for the interview. 
Students conduct an informational 
interview and write a paper on the 
experience.  

30 mins in 
class plus 1-
2 weeks 

3-2 Career Groups Job Jar Activity  Students draw random job titles from 
a jar and consider the value of career 
planning.  

15 min 

3-3 Key Career 
Information 

Ideal Career Students complete a worksheet that 
helps them to establish what their 
ideal career would include.  

20 min 

3-3 Key Career 
Information 

Checklist for a 
Satisfying Career 

Students complete a checklist to 
evaluate whether their current career 
choice would be satisfying to them.  

20 min 

3-4 Following a 
Career Path 

Party with Holland Students circulate through a 
simulated party, discussing topics 
related to their favorite Holland 
Interest Areas.  

 25 min 

 

  

http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/career/Career_Research_Project.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/career/Career_Research_Project.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch3/Informational_Interview.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch3/Informational_Interview.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/career/Job_Jar_Activity.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch3/Ideal_Career.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/career/Checklist_for_a_Satisfying_Career.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/career/Checklist_for_a_Satisfying_Career.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch3/Party_with_Holland.doc
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Chapter 4: Goal Setting and Planning 
Chapter Sections 

Section Section Name Description 

4-1 Decision Making Understand the importance of decision making and learn strategies 
and processes to make good decisions. 

4-2 Goal Setting Understand connections between goal setting, decision making, and 
plans, and begin to establish short-term and long-term goals. 

4-3 Building Plans Create personalized action plans to achieve short-term and long-term 
goals. 

4-4 Modifying Plans and 
Backup Plans 

Develop strategies to follow or modify plans using sound decision 
making and adaptive strategies. 

Comments for Instructors 
In this chapter, students will walk through the process of goal setting, planning and taking action steps. 
Since each phase of that process requires students to know who they are and what options are available, it 
allows for excellent practice in exercising decision-making skills.  

Instructors can encourage students to continually reflect upon who they are (reinforce personality type and 
values) and make decisions and plans accordingly. Remind students that going through these processes 
will help them learn more about themselves and the world. They don’t have to have all the answers about 
themselves or the world to make a plan because they can make modifications along the way.  

Instructors are encouraged to share some of their own experiences and life lessons about goal setting, 
planning, and activating a plan. Different students will have different styles of planning: reassure those who 
are less sure that the process is valuable. 

Key Messages and Themes for Students 
• You will make many decisions each day throughout your life and it is important to know how to 

prioritize information. 
• Some decisions relate to long-term goals and plans and are worthy of additional self-reflection, 

research, and decision-making processes. 
• Sometimes, for reasons within or beyond your control, plans will need to change, so it is important to 

know how to adapt. 

Time Needed 
Estimated time to complete the chapter is three to four hours, including all assessments, reading, journals, 
surveys and quizzes. Supplemental activities are not included in this estimate. 

Please refer to the digital version of this chapter within CollegeScope for all components of each chapter, 
including the chapter survey, key questions, motivation check, section content and activities, quizzes, and 
more. For those instructors who may wish to supplement online content with classroom activities and 
discussions, please refer to the activities below. 
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Supplemental Activities 
Feel free to incorporate some or all of these supplemental activities for classroom instruction.  

Section 
Section 
Name 

Activity Name Description 
Time 
Needed 

4-1 Decision 
Making 

What Can I Do 
Without? A, B 
and C 
Priorities 

Students learn about A, B and C priorities and 
then evaluate what they can do without in order 
to make the best use of their time.  

25 min 

4-1 Decision 
Making 

What is 
Important? 
Write Your 
Eulogy 

Students write their own eulogy to focus on their 
own goals, dreams, and priorities.  

45 min 

4-2 Goal Setting Lifetime 
Earnings 

Use slideshow presentation slides to 
demonstrate improved earnings as a result of 
education and discuss. 

15 min 

4-3 Building 
Plans 

My Future Students develop public speaking skills by 
sharing a vision of their own “ideal” future. 

2-3 
weeks 

4-3 Building 
Plans 

Educational 
Plan 

Students discuss their ideal college schedule and 
develop an educational plan for college that is a 
minimum of one semester in length. 

20 min + 
Homewor
k 

4-3 Building 
Plans 

Brainstorm 
Lifetime Goals 

Students brainstorm to identify short- term, 
intermediate, and long-term goals. Students 
then identify and evaluate their most important 
goals.  

30-60 
min 

4-4 Modifying 
Plans and 
Backup 
Plans 

Post Test Students retake the Measure Your Success 
activity from Chapter 1 and compare their 
current results to their results from the 
beginning of the semester. 

40 min 

 
  

http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch4/What_Can_I_Do_Without-ABC_Priorities.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch4/What_Can_I_Do_Without-ABC_Priorities.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch4/What_Can_I_Do_Without-ABC_Priorities.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch4/What_Can_I_Do_Without-ABC_Priorities.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch4/What_is_Important-Write_Your_Eulogy.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch4/What_is_Important-Write_Your_Eulogy.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch4/What_is_Important-Write_Your_Eulogy.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch4/What_is_Important-Write_Your_Eulogy.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch4/Lifetime_Earnings.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch4/Lifetime_Earnings.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch4/My_Future.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch4/Educational_Plan.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch4/Educational_Plan.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch4/Brainstorm_Lifetime_Goals.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch4/Brainstorm_Lifetime_Goals.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch4/Post_Test.doc
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Chapter 5: Learning and Productivity 
Chapter Sections 

Section Section Name Description 

5-1 Effort and Motivation Understand the effects of mindset, grit, self-control and motivation on 
achievement. 

5-2 Critical Thinking Understand the critical thinking and creative thinking processes and 
how to apply them in school, work, and life. 

5-3 Learning Styles and 
Metacognition 

Assess personal learning preferences and understand how to 
maximize your potential. Includes the learning and productivity 
preferences assessment. 

5-4 Study Skills Optimize a variety of academic skills, with specific strategies to help in 
these areas: 

• Using Technology 
• Listening and Taking Notes 
• Reading 
• Research and Information Analysis 
• Memory 
• Writing 
• Studying and Test Taking 

Comments for Instructors 
This chapter will help students to maximize their learning and productivity. The chapter will begin by 
focusing on underlying thought patterns, mindset, and motivation (these will be great opportunities for 
discussion and extension in class!) and will conclude with practical advice on how to listen and take notes.  

Note that in section 5-3, students will complete the learning and productivity preferences assessment so 
that they can customize their own experiences. After completing the assessment, students will receive a 
report that shows their preferences in 16 different areas and recommends strategies appropriate for each 
preference. Help students to spend time with their report and see how those strategies should help them 
improve their learning and productivity in school and at work. Any personal experiences you have – 
regarding mindset, learning style, writing, and more – will be great ways to reinforce the learning in this 
chapter. 

Key Messages and Themes for Students 
• Learning and productivity are closely related. 
• Knowing about your environmental preferences for productivity will help you to maximize your learning 

potential. 
• Take the time to develop your key academic skills such as using technology, reading, taking notes, and 

more – these skills can help in all classes and in work experiences. 
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Time Needed 
Estimated time to complete the chapter is four to five hours, including all assessments, reading, journals, 
surveys and quizzes. Supplemental activities are not included in this estimate. 

Please refer to the digital version of this chapter within CollegeScope for all components of each chapter, 
including the chapter survey, key questions, motivation check, section content and activities, quizzes, and 
more. For those instructors who may wish to supplement online content with classroom activities and 
discussions, please refer to the activities below. 

Supplemental Activities 
Feel free to incorporate some or all of these supplemental activities for classroom instruction.  

Section Activity Name Description 
Time 
Needed 

5-2 Critical 
Thinking 

Critical Thinking 
About Your 
Decisions 

Students apply critical thinking skills to a 
major life decision.  

20 min 

5-2 Critical 
Thinking 

Critical Thinking 
Exercise- Crime 
and Punishment 

Students read an article about a crime and 
use their own critical thinking skills to look 
for a solution to this problem.  

30 min 

5-3 Learning 
Styles and 
Metacognition 

Learning Style Quiz 
and Techniques 

Students complete a learning style quiz to 
evaluate their learning style and then 
brainstorm techniques that support their 
style.  

40 min 

5-3 Learning 
Styles and 
Metacognition 

Motivation 
Discussion 

Part 1: Class discussion on general 
motivation factors using examples. Part 2: 
Group discussion on motivation in class and 
strategies to improve it.  

45 min 

5-4 Study Skills Rate Your Skills for 
Success in the 
Workplace 

Students evaluate their employability skills 
and brainstorm how to develop skill areas 
that need improvement. 

30 min 

  

http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/Critical_Thinking_About_Your_Decisions.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/Critical_Thinking_About_Your_Decisions.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/Critical_Thinking_About_Your_Decisions.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/Critical_Thinking_Exercise-Crime_and_Punishment.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/Critical_Thinking_Exercise-Crime_and_Punishment.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/Critical_Thinking_Exercise-Crime_and_Punishment.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/Learning_Style_Quiz_and_Techniques.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/Learning_Style_Quiz_and_Techniques.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/Motivation_Discussion.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/Motivation_Discussion.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/Rate_Your_Skills_for_Success_in_the_Workplace.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/Rate_Your_Skills_for_Success_in_the_Workplace.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/Rate_Your_Skills_for_Success_in_the_Workplace.doc
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Section Activity Name Description 
Time 
Needed 

5-4B Listening and 
Taking Notes 

The Cornell Format Students practice taking notes using the 
Cornell format while listening to a lecture 
or watching an educational video. 

35 min 

5-4B Listening and 
Taking Notes 

Mind Mapping Students practice taking notes using the 
mind map while listening to a lecture or 
watching an educational video. 

35 min 

5-4C Reading Check Your 
Textbook Reading 
Skills 

Students complete an assessment to 
evaluate reading skills. Then, students 
reflect on areas for improvement.  

25 min 

5-4C Reading Chapter Surveying 
Exercise 

Students learn about the SQ4R system 
and practice surveying and questioning a 
chapter.  

25 min 

5-4E Learning and 
Memory 

Memory Scenarios Students work as groups to brainstorm 
memory and learning techniques that 
apply to real-life scenarios. 

25 min 

5-4E  Learning and 
Memory  

Mnemonics 
Exercises 

Students work as a group to create a 
variety of mnemonics.  

25 min 

5-4F Writing The One Minute 
Paper 

Students free write on a topic for one 
minute.  

10 min 

5-4F Writing Free Writing 
Exercise 

Students practice free writing on a topic 
and use their writing to find a key idea.  

20 min 

5-4G Studying and 
Test Taking 

Test Anxiety Students complete a test anxiety 
inventory to better understand their own 
test anxiety. Students then work with a 
partner to understand what feelings lead 
to test anxiety. Students read about and 
discuss how to overcome test anxiety. 

60 min 

http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/The_Cornell_Format.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/Mind_Mapping.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/Check_Your_Textbook_Reading_Skills.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/Check_Your_Textbook_Reading_Skills.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/Check_Your_Textbook_Reading_Skills.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/Chapter_Surveying_Exercise.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/Chapter_Surveying_Exercise.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/Memory_Scenarios.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/Mnemonics_Exercise.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/Mnemonics_Exercise.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/The_One_Minute_Paper.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/The_One_Minute_Paper.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/Free_Writing_Exercise.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/Free_Writing_Exercise.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch5/Test_Anxiety.doc
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Chapter 6: Communication, Collaboration and Leadership 
Chapter Sections 

Section Section Name Description 

6-1 Communication 
Skills 

Assess critical skills and aptitudes. 
Learn the importance of communication and develop skills to 
communicate more effectively. 

6-2 Collaboration Skills Recognize the importance of working effectively with others and 
develop effective collaboration and conflict resolution skills.  

6-3 Leadership Skills Understand that leadership can take on a variety of forms and that 
anyone can be a leader. Learn effective leadership skills. 

Comments for Instructors 
Throughout this chapter, students learn about effective communication, collaboration and leadership. They 
are exposed to a variety of media and methods for communicating, cooperating with and leading others. 
They will be given examples of how to determine the best approach to working with others in a variety of 
circumstances and learn strategies for avoiding and resolving potential conflict situations. 

Instructors can help students draw the connection between emotional intelligence and intrapersonal and 
interpersonal intelligences (as described in the multiple intelligences report provided in Chapter 1). 
Reinforce with students how understanding their own intrapersonal and interpersonal intelligences can 
lead to better communication, more effective teamwork and greater opportunities for influencing people 
in a positive way. 

Note that in section 6-1, students will complete the skills assessment to consider the student's critical skills 
and aptitudes. The skills assessment consists of 54 questions in which students answer two types of 
questions—rating-style questions and forced choice questions selecting a word of phrase that best 
describes him. The student's responses are used to form a report of 5 major skills areas and their underlying 
skill facets. The report can be used both by students to understand their strengths and challenges and 
create actionable plans to further develop skills. Help students to spend time with their report and consider 
how skills develop could help them in school and at work.  

While this chapter only contains three sections, most employers would argue that communication and 
collaboration skills are among the most important characteristics they seek in team members. Accordingly, 
instructors are encouraged to reinforce the importance of these skills, provide opportunities to practice 
them, and provide real life or local examples. The related supplemental activities provide opportunities for 
students to practice these skills. 

Key Messages and Themes for Students 
• Meaningful communication requires the use of your eyes, ears, mouth and brain. 
• Empathy and an open mind are two of your greatest assets when relating to and leading others. 
• Opportunities for leadership experience are readily available and can serve you well, now and in the 

future. 
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Time Needed 
Estimated time to complete the chapter is three to four hours, including all assessments, reading, journals, 
surveys and quizzes. Supplemental activities are not included in this estimate. 

Please refer to the digital version of this chapter within CollegeScope for all components of each chapter, 
including the chapter survey, key questions, motivation check, section content and activities, quizzes, and 
more. For those instructors who may wish to supplement online content with classroom activities and 
discussions, please refer to the activities below. 

Supplemental Activities 
Feel free to incorporate some or all of these supplemental activities for classroom instruction. 

Section Activity Name Description 
Time 
Needed 

6-1 Communication 
Skills 

Communication 
Scenarios 

Students read scenarios and discuss how 
personality type influences 
communication. Students then evaluate 
how their own personality type influences 
their communication style.  

40 min 

6-1 Communication 
Skills 

Effective 
Communication: I and 
You Messages 

Students learn how to communicate 
using “I” rather than “you” statements. 

30 min 

6-1 Communication 
Skills 

Effective Listening 
Skills 

Students understand the importance of 
effective listening and techniques for 
improving communication. 

30 min 

6-2 Collaboration 
Skills 

Practice with 
Communication 

Students role play scenarios, focusing on 
the communication style of different 
personality types. 

30 min 

6-2 Collaboration 
Skills 

Script Writing Students write and act out scripts using I 
statements and a win-win approach to 
communication challenges.  

25 min 

6-3 Leadership Skills Letters of Advice: How 
to be Successful in 
This Class 

Students write letters to future students 
about how to be successful in the course. 
Group discussion follows.  

35 min 

6-3 Leadership Skills Decision Making 
Group Activity  

Students work as groups to use the 
Planful Decision Making Process to 
generate solutions to a sample problem.  

30 min 

http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch6/Communication_Scenarios.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch6/Communication_Scenarios.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch6/Effective_Communication-I_and_You_Messages.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch6/Effective_Communication-I_and_You_Messages.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch6/Effective_Communication-I_and_You_Messages.doc
https://assets.humanesources.com/materials/GuidedActivities/AWS-EffectiveListeningSkills.pdf
https://assets.humanesources.com/materials/GuidedActivities/AWS-EffectiveListeningSkills.pdf
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch6/Practice_with_Communication.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch6/Practice_with_Communication.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch6/Script_Writing.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch6/Letters_of_Advice.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch6/Letters_of_Advice.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch6/Letters_of_Advice.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch6/Decision_Making_Group_Exercise.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch6/Decision_Making_Group_Exercise.doc
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Chapter 7: Career Readiness 
Chapter Sections 

Section Section Name Description 

7-1 Work Experience 
Opportunities 

Learn how to take advantage of opportunities, such as internships, 
mentoring, part-time work and volunteering, to prepare for a 
successful career. 

7-2 Workplace 
Expectations 

 Understand some general dos and don'ts for the work environment 
and gain awareness of employment laws, rights and responsibilities. 

7-3 Promoting 
Yourself 

Use social media and other technology to gain career traction and 
avoid potential negatives of the same technology.   

7-4 Applying Yourself Know how to excel on a resume, elevator pitch and job interview. 

Comments for Instructors 
This chapter comes later in the chapter order as this topic is most relevant to students when they are 
transitioning to the workplace. However, it also serves students earlier in their college years by encouraging 
them to accumulate work experience well before graduation. 

The first section outlines strategies to help students seek out and succeed in experiences such as 
internships, mentoring, and volunteering. It provides you, as the instructor, a great opportunity to 
emphasize the importance of seeking out and applying oneself in such experiences. Encourage students to 
blaze their own trails, take risks, and try a variety of things.  

The second section describes the expectations of different workplaces, and is conducive to class discussions 
comparing expectations at school and work. Students learn that college helps prepare them for the 
workplace – this should help motivate students to perform at a higher level while in college. However, there 
are very different expectations in the workplace, and students need to be ready for those as well. 

In the final two sections, the emphasis is on helping students use technology to promote themselves and 
apply for work. Since this process may be different from when you first looked for a job, don’t hesitate to ask 
students to share tips and tricks they have heard from others. 

Key Messages and Themes for Students 
There are several key themes in this chapter that repeat somewhat from previous chapters.  

• Be proactive – students need to prepare for their career well ahead of graduation and be diligent in 
seeking work, not passive and expecting an opportunity to just present itself. 

• Humility and perseverance – students need to know that a career has to develop over time and they will 
likely have to start in a lower level position. On the plus side, that lower level position is a great place to 
learn and develop skills that can help them far into their careers. 

• Workplace expectations differ from school expectations (and, at the same time, many of the same 
things that make good students also make good employees). 

• Wise use of technology and social media can be very useful to the job search and career development 
processes. 
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Time Needed 
Estimated time to complete the chapter is six to seven hours, including all assessments, reading, journals, 
surveys and quizzes. Supplemental activities are not included in this estimate. 

Please refer to the digital version of this chapter within CollegeScope for all components of each chapter, 
including the chapter survey, key questions, motivation check, section content and activities, quizzes, and 
more. For those instructors who may wish to supplement online content with classroom activities and 
discussions, please refer to the activities below. 

Supplemental Activities 
Feel free to incorporate some or all of these supplemental activities for classroom instruction. 

Section Activity Name Description 
Time 
Needed 

7-1  
Work Experience 
Opportunities  

Interview Students conduct an interview with someone 
over the age of 40 about their life choices. 
Students share the information from this 
interview with the class.  

10 min + 
Homework 

7-2  
Workplace 
Expectations 

The Successful 
College Student 

Group discussions about traits of a successful 
employee, which leads into being a successful 
student.  

25 min 

7-2  
Workplace 
Expectations 

Personality 
Scenarios – 
Discussion Activity 

Students discuss the varying responses of 
different types in scenarios.  

40 min 

7-2  
Workplace 
Expectations 

What Are My 
Preferences? 

Students choose between contrasting 
preferences in a work environment.  

15 min 

7-3  
Promoting 
Yourself 

Stand Up for Your 
Personality Type 
at Work 

Students discuss the benefits of working with 
each of the four sets of personality dimensions.  

30 min 

7-3  
Promoting 
Yourself 

The Resume Students review sample resumes and create 
their own resumes.  

20 min + 
Homework 

7-4  
Applying Yourself 

Interview 
Simulation 

Students simulate interviews in response to a 
sample job posting. Students are assigned “bad” 
interview skills to demonstrate and correct.  

25 min 

7-4  
Applying Yourself 

Interview Exercise Students practice answering interview questions 
on their own and with a partner.  

45 min 

http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch7/Interview.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch7/The_Successful_College_Student.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch7/The_Successful_College_Student.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch7/Personality_Scenarios.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch7/Personality_Scenarios.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch7/Personality_Scenarios.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch7/What_Are_My_Preferences.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch7/What_Are_My_Preferences.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch7/Stand_Up_for_Your_Personality_Type_at_Work.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch7/Stand_Up_for_Your_Personality_Type_at_Work.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch7/Stand_Up_for_Your_Personality_Type_at_Work.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch7/The_Resume.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch7/Interview_Simulation.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch7/Interview_Simulation.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch7/Interview_Exercise.doc
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Chapter 8: Money, Health and Time Management 
Chapter Sections 

Section Section Name Description 

8-1 Financial Aid Learn about several types of financial aid, how to apply for financial aid, 
and complete a scholarship search. 

8-2 Money 
Management 

Describe attitudes towards money, common overspending mistakes 
and how to fix them, and general money-saving techniques. 

8-3 Maintaining Health Recognize the importance of personal health. Learn how to manage 
nutrition, exercise, sleep, and stress to optimize and maintain good 
health. 

8-4 Time Management Develop strategies to prioritize, allocate, and wisely use time. 

Comments for Instructors 
In this chapter students learn about three important, yet often ignored, topics: money, health and time. 
Once again, these topics are very conducive to instructors reflecting upon their own lessons learned and 
favorite strategies to make wise choices regarding money, health and time. 

Remind students that they have an excellent opportunity to think about these important topics and make 
good decisions as they embark on careers. If left to chance, many people first reflect on these topics only 
after something goes wrong – for example, when they are ill or run out of money or time.  Some students 
might already be in one of those situations, so please be sensitive to that and encourage them to begin to 
make choices that will help them going forward.  

We anticipate that student engagement and interest in these topics will be high, so we encourage 
instructors to take advantage of and make time for supplemental activities and class discussions. You have 
a real opportunity to make a tangible difference in students’ lives. 

Key Messages and Themes for Students 
• You may be eligible for financial aid or scholarships to help you through school (good for you if you are 

already accessing financial aid; you may learn strategies to increase aid). 
• Learning to manage finances is a very important part of life – there are many practices that can help 

you while in school and after school. 
• Maintaining good physical and mental health is very important to leading a productive and satisfying 

life.  
• We all have the same 24 hours in each day – how you prioritize and use that time makes a big 

difference to your life. 

Time Needed 
Estimated time to complete the chapter is three to four hours, including all assessments, reading, journals, 
surveys and quizzes. Supplemental activities are not included in this estimate. 

Please refer to the online version of this chapter within CollegeScope for all components of each chapter, 
including the chapter survey, key questions, motivation check, section content and activities, quizzes, and 
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more. For those instructors who may wish to supplement online content with classroom activities and 
discussions, please refer to the activities below. 

Supplemental Activities 
Feel free to incorporate some or all of these supplemental activities for classroom instruction. 

Section Activity Name Description 
Time 
Needed 

8-1  
Financial Aid  

Scholarship Search Students research, complete an application, write 
an essay, and provide a letter of recommendation 
for a scholarship. Students are encouraged to 
apply for the scholarship after completing the 
activity.   

30 min 

8-1  
Financial Aid 

The College Student 
Tightwad Gazette 

Students work in groups to generate money 
saving techniques.  

30 min 

8-2  
Money 
Management 

Money Monitoring and 
Budgeting: Part I 

Students are assigned a money monitoring 
activity to determine their expenses over the 
course of a month. 

10 min 

8-2  
Money 
Management 

Managing Time and 
Money Introduction 

Students reflect on how successful people 
manage their time, set goals, and work to achieve 
those goals in order to achieve success.  

20 min 

8-2  
Money 
Management 

How to Become a 
Millionaire 

Students complete a quiz to learn how much 
money they need to save each month to become 
a millionaire by the age of 68.  

15 min 

8-2  
Money 
Management 

Money Monitoring and 
Budgeting: Part II  

Students evaluate their expenses and develop a 
monthly budget.  

30 min 

8-3  
Maintaining 
Health 

Most Magnificent 
Possession  

Students complete a visualization exercise about 
taking care of a prized possession and discuss 
how this relates to health.  

10 min 

8-3  
Maintaining 
Health 

Live to be 100 Students learn about ways to live to be 100. Then 
they complete a quiz that measures their likely 
longevity based on their current lifestyle. 
Students complete a worksheet reviewing their 
own health habits and create intention 
statements. 

25 min 

 

http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch8/Scholarship_Search.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch8/College_Student_Tightwad_Gazette.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch8/College_Student_Tightwad_Gazette.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch8/Money_Monitoring_and_Budgeting_Part_I.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch8/Money_Monitoring_and_Budgeting_Part_I.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch8/Managing_Time_and_Money_Introduction.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch8/Managing_Time_and_Money_Introduction.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch8/How_to_Become_a_Millionaire.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch8/How_to_Become_a_Millionaire.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch8/Money_Monitoring_and_Budgeting_Part_II.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch8/Money_Monitoring_and_Budgeting_Part_II.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch8/Most_Magnificent_Possession.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch8/Most_Magnificent_Possession.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch8/Live_to_be_100.doc
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Section Activity Name Description 
Time 
Needed 

8-3  
Maintaining 
Health 

How Many 
Teaspoons of 
Sugar 

Students learn about the health benefits of water and 
the lack of nutrition in soda.  

15 min 

8-3  
Maintaining 
Health 

Health 
Improvement 
Exercise 

Students complete a health improvement exercise after 
learning about nutrition and the food pyramid.  

30 min 

8-3  
Maintaining 
Health 

Nutrition Test Students share reasons why it is important to eat 
breakfast.  

10 min 

8-3  
Maintaining 
Health 

Alcohol Abuse Students learn about the dangers of alcohol abuse and 
complete a worksheet that allows them to reflect on 
what they’ve learned.  

25 min 

8-3  
Maintaining 
Health 

Stress-Reducing 
Thoughts 

Students read a story about people in a stressful 
situation, then generate a list of stress-reducing 
thoughts that the people could have used. After, 
students create personal stress-reducing thoughts.  

40 min 

8-4  
Time 
Management 

The Pie of Life Students identify how they spend their day using a pie 
chart, then write intention statements indicating how 
they will improve their time management and 
prioritization.  

20 min 

  

http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch8/How_Many_Teaspoons_of_Sugar.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch8/How_Many_Teaspoons_of_Sugar.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch8/How_Many_Teaspoons_of_Sugar.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch8/Health_Improvement_Exercise.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch8/Health_Improvement_Exercise.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch8/Health_Improvement_Exercise.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch8/Nutrition_Test.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch8/Alcohol_Abuse.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch8/Stress-Reducing_Thoughts.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch8/Stress-Reducing_Thoughts.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch8/The_Pie_of_Life.doc
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Chapter 9 (Bonus): Title IX and Campus SaVE 
Chapter Sections 

Section Section Name Description 

9-1 Rights Learn what Title IX legislation entails for students and its impact on 
college campuses. Understand the role of the Title IX coordinator and 
the consequences for educational institutions that do not comply. 

9-2 Campus Crime Learn about the Clery Act and Campus SaVE and what they mean for 
students, staff, and colleges as a whole. Discover how awareness of 
warning signs can help prevent the incidence of sexual assaults. 

9-3 Bystander 
Strategies 

Consider situations in which active bystanders have the ability to 
recognize and intervene when someone is in trouble. Learn about 
strategies for taking action in a safe and positive way and how to seek 
help from others. 

9-4 Personal Safety Learn key definitions related to sexual violence and other crimes, and 
some of the myths associated with sexual assault. Review risk 
reduction strategies for students and the college’s responsibilities 
when incidents are reported. Comprehend the meaning of consent 
and how to discuss it. 

 
Comments for Instructors 
This unique content is not a full chapter. It is an add-on for addressing some of the requirements of Title IX 
and the Campus SaVE Act. The topics in this chapter are important, regardless of whether your goal is to 
meet those requirements or not, and therefore this chapter can function outside of that mandate. 
However, if one of your goals is to meet Title IX or Campus SaVE Act requirements, please consult with the 
campus coordinator(s) for those areas.  

Key Messages and Themes for Students 
• Crimes, especially sexual assault and discrimination, are serious issues on college campuses. 
• Each school has very specific guidelines and requires that certain actions be taken when dealing with 

crime and discrimination. 
• While laws and policies can guide behavior for all, each person should also take individual responsibility 

to protect themselves and respond to others' actions. 

Time Needed 
Estimated time to complete the chapter is three to four hours, including all assessments, reading, journals, 
surveys and quizzes. Supplemental activities are not included in this estimate. 

Please refer to the online version of this chapter within CollegeScope for all components of each chapter, 
including the chapter survey, key questions, motivation check, section content and activities, quizzes, and 
more. For those instructors who may wish to supplement online content with classroom activities and 
discussions, please refer to the activities below. 
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Supplemental Activities 
Feel free to incorporate this supplemental activity for classroom instruction. 

Section Activity Name Description 
Time 
Needed 

9-1 Rights Examining Our 
Own Prejudices 

Students anonymously share their own personal 
prejudices and discuss the origin and damaging 
effects of having those prejudices.  

25 min 

 
NOTE: Your campus may already have programs and student activities that deal with the topics in this 
chapter. (For example, the campus Title IX coordinator may have a program in place.) We invite schools and 
instructors to submit activities to be added to this list, and we very much appreciate it! 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CollegeScope, the CollegeScope design, AchieveWORKS, and the AW AchieveWORKS design are registered 
trademarks of Human eSources Ltd. in the U.S. O*NET and logos are trademarks of the U.S. Department of 
Labor, Employment and Training Administration. Copyright © 2020 Human eSources Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 

http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch9/Examining_our_own_Prejudices.doc
http://www.humanesources.com/support/ccs2/ch9/Examining_our_own_Prejudices.doc
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